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Charging – Powering the instrument

The PSY1 is a stand-alone instrument designed for long term deployment in remote areas for
continuous, unattended logging applications. Each instrument has an internal 4.2V (960 mA) lithium
polymer, rechargeable battery. The microprocessor is a low power chip and the instrument
functions below 4 V using only 3 mA in general operation. An integrated inverter provides the 12V
supply to perform measurement tasks specific to the Psychrometric principle as required.
At the heart of the instrument is a very sophisticated charging circuit that features a non-polarised,
two-wire power-bus. This eliminates the chance of damaging the electronics by incorrect wiring of
the positive and negative terminals from an external power supply. And, a purpose designed and
built internal charging regulator that regulates any supplied DC voltage between 8-30V DC
prevents overcharging of the internal battery to ensure a long service life.
NOTE 9: ICT recommends the use of 24V DC power supplies as they are readily available
and minimise power loss through regulation thus maximising power efficiency.

This means the PSY1 does not need a solar regulator when using it with a solar panel. The solar panel
can be connected directly to the instrument via the two-wire power-bus using the unique power-bus
plugs at either end of the instrument. Please see the schematic Connecting Power directly via a solar
panel that illustrates the connection.
With a solar panel (or other DC external supply) attached, the PSY1 will regulate the charging
current from the external source and dynamically trickle charge the internal 4.2V battery. For
example, if there is full sunlight it will charge at a maximum rate of 200 mAmp. Where partial sun
light or diffuse light (shade) strikes the solar panel the internal battery will still charge, but at a
reduced rate as low as only 60 mAmp. The dynamic charging circuit is designed to maximise any and
all available light at any time of the day or conditions to ensure maximum possible charge of the
battery is achieved.
Because the PSY1 regulates and trickle charges the internal battery no expensive, low impedance
cable is required. A common, low cost (and easily available) figure-8 or “lamp cord” cable is all that is
required and can be used over long distances to connect an external power supply and/or daisy
chain multiple devices together to share a single external power supply.
Powering and charging the instrument is very easy and there are four different options to choose
from providing flexibility in experimental design to suit your specific situation. The following
diagrams illustrate the use of the unique power-bus plugs and the four different power
configuration options that can be used to provide continuous trickle charging of the internal battery
for long term deployment.
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7.1 PSY1 Current draw
All power requirements are handled via the PSY1 instrument. The current draw is approx 5mA for 30
minute temporal resolution and 4mA for 60 minutes.
This accounts for the 10mA Peltier current plus application board of the logger. There is a base draw
of 3.5mA continuous, and the application board is only “awake” for a minute every 30 minutes (such
as cooling, taking measurements), so approximately 5mA during a 30 minute measurement mode
and about 4mA during a 60 minute measurement mode. If you communicate via USB and radio,
those values will change, depending on the frequency and duration of communications.
It is possible to operate the PSY1 at hourly intervals for between 3 to 5 days on the internal battery
if you are not heating the chamber. If you use a small 5 Amp hr external battery you could operate
the PSY1 for a month before needing to exchange the external battery for a charged one.
All power is drawn from the internal battery regardless of any external source connected. Hence
trickle charging can occur over very long (>100 m) low grade cable just so long as you are above
8 volts by the time you reach the instrument from the source, as the internal battery is 4.2V
Lithium Polymer and inverts to 12V.
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7.2 Connecting a Power Supply to the Instrument
The unique power-bus plug design was developed by ICT to simplify the electrical wiring process. It
minimises the need for custom tools in the field requiring only that the outer cable sheath be
stripped back to expose the copper wire. As shown below no other tools are required with all
necessary components and fixings fully incorporated into the instrument design. Retaining straps
ensure the power-bus plugs do not separate from the instrument when removed from the powerbus during wiring preparation and connection of external power.
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7.3

Connecting Power Directly via Solar Panel
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7.4 Connecting Power via External 12V Battery
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7.5 Connecting Power via External 12V Battery and Solar Panel

Solar Regulator
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7.6 Sharing an External 12V Battery and Solar Panel via Daisy Chaining
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7.7

Connecting Power via AC Mains 24V DC Plug Pack
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